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Most people who have taken a course in
microbiology are well-aware of Koch’s
Postulates. Published by Robert Koch in 1890,
these rules of rational and deliberate testing to
find out which microbe causes a certain illness
laid the framework for many of modern
medicine’s principles and techniques. Pared
down completely, the postulates require that a
microbe should be found in a sick individual
and should cause the disease when given to an
otherwise healthy individual.

Although some of Koch’s postulates have been
amended (for instance, to account for
asymptomatic carriers who carry the bacteria
without showing signs of illness or viruses that
can’t be grown without a host cell), the general
idea permeates microbial studies: a disease is
caused by one microbe.

We love stories of clear-cut explanations, when
science can find one cause for one effect. But
most stories aren’t quite so simple. While
extremely useful, these “one microbe, one
disease” parameters fail to encapsulate the
complexity of how microbes interact with their
host environment. As we’ve grown to
understand over the past several decades,
most environments that allow for the life of one
microbe also allow for many microbes to live
together.

Appreciating complexity in host-microbe
interactions

We often consider host-microbe interactions
as two partners each playing a role to
maintain or destroy balance. But really, they
are more like spider webs of interactions
holding together hundreds – or even
thousands – of different species. Can diving
into the complexity of these relationships help
us to understand the world, or do we just end
up with more questions than answers?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/a39d/3780737cb781b887818b58ac6e3c73632368.pdf


Rather than thinking in terms of healthy or
harmful microbes, we have to consider how
entire microbiota (microbe communities) can
affect the health of their host. In terms of
bacteria, not only do the microbes interact with
their host, but they communicate with each
other and affect their neighbors’ behaviors.

Of course, we still need to distill down our
questions to create testable hypotheses. We
can focus our questions while leaving our field
for possibilities wide open. By asking “what is
causing this disease?” rather than limiting
ourselves to one microbe at a time, we can
begin to understand and control how entire
microbial ecosystems might be affecting
human health and interests. I’ve highlighted
three examples of how examining host-
microbe interactions through the lens of
complex microbial communities actually gives
us more tools to find our answers.

Gingivitis

Whether you call them cavities, caries, or just
tooth decay, nobody wants to have to visit a
dentist because of tiny holes in our teeth or
swollen gums. Usually attributed to eating too
much sugar or drinking carbonated beverages,
gingivitis is actually caused by species like
Porphyromonas gingivalis leaving a slimy film
called dental plaque. Great, that’s pretty simple.
So, let’s make sure to get all of these bacteria
off our teeth. With this understanding, targeting
removal of P. gingivalis specifically seems like
the best option to avoid gingivitis (other than
removing all of one’s teeth).

But what if I told you that these bacteria didn’t
stick to the teeth? Or, rather, they didn’t
directly stick to the teeth. What if I told you that
Porphyromonas gingivalis attach to other
bacteria like Fusobacterium species, who in
turn attach to species of Streptococcus and
Actinomyces that are directly attached to the
dentin (surface of the tooth). 

While this sequential association in the
presence of hundreds of bacterial species is
fascinating in itself, it also begs the question of
whether our treatments could include
assessment of the entire oral microbiome. With
multiple steps and conditions for growth, we
now have multiple targets for reducing cavities.
Maybe we could limit the number of the
Fusobacterium that attach to the Actinomyces;
maybe we could find out why and how these
species interact and change those dynamics;
maybe we could find details about why some
people deal with more tooth and gum disease
than others even when they have the same
habits.

C. diff infections

In the case of Clostridium difficile colitis (I
implore you to not search for this on Google
Images, as many a lunchtime seminar was
ruined for me by others’ presentations), the
disease is directly caused by a bacterium called
C. difficile; however, many people carry C.
difficile without any symptoms. Interestingly,
it’s the absence of other members in the gut
microbiome that allows C. difficile to take over
and ravage its host’s lower intestinal tract.
Usually prompted by the administration of
antibiotics, the normal microbiota of the
intestine is wiped out – but, thanks to its
uniquely hardy spore coat, C. difficile survives
and proliferates.

Again, the presence of other microbes controls
the behaviors of the pathogenic microbe. As
such, scientists can look to understand why
this happens and how to prevent the complete
dysbiosis (breakdown of the normal balance of
microbial species) rather than focusing solely
on eradicating a notoriously tenacious
pathogen. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4746253/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC204720/
https://www.pnas.org/content/113/6/E791
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/c-difficile/symptoms-causes/syc-20351691
https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/clostridium-difficile-an-intestinal-infection-on-the-rise


For instance, transferring the stool of a healthy
individual to the intestines of someone
suffering from chronic C. difficile infections
(called fecal microbiota transplants, or FMT)
can restore balance to the gut and effectively
cure the disease when other treatments have
already failed. While we don’t really understand
how the native microbiome controls C. difficile
growth or which individual bacteria might be
important, the discovery that FMT can treat C.
diff infections opens new opportunities for us
to refine our tools and save lives.

Plant growth-promoting bacteria

Let’s switch to an instance of using microbes
for the benefit of a host; bacteria helping plants
grow. A plant growth-promoting bacteria
(PGPB) is defined as any bacterial species that
has been found to increase the host plant’s
survival or growth under a certain
circumstance, including during drought, or
infection, or just general life as a plant. Similar
to how eating yogurt containing live bacterial
cultures can help a person prevent
gastrointestinal irritation and improve their
digestion, the presence of certain bacteria
helps the plant to pull nutrients from the soil
and protect themselves against another
microbial invasion.

While some PGPB interactions are robust
enough to be obvious under varying conditions,
such as with Rhizobia and soybeans, many
others are situation-dependent. For instance,
my thesis work focused on understanding the
interaction of plants with Bacillus subtilis, a
very common soil bacteria that clearly
improves plant growth under different
laboratory conditions but fails to consistently
produce equivalent effects in commercial
fields.

While we could turn towards using chemicals or
genetic manipulation to increase the effects of
B. subtilis in fields, we can also appreciate the
possible roles of neighboring microbes. The
presence of certain bacteria will cause B.
subtilis to grow and form structures that are
especially resilient to stress and known to
induce some crucial effects on plant immune
systems. As such, it might be possible to
identify “helper” bacteria to change the
behaviors of Bacillus species so that their
effects are great, more consistent, and
ultimately more valuable for use in agricultural
settings.

When considering host-microbe interactions, it
may be simpler to think in terms of linear
relationships wherein two partners each play a
role to maintain or destroy balance. But really,
it’s more like a spider web of interactions
holding together hundreds – or even thousands
– of different species. Opening our minds to the
idea, although intimidating, that we can’t
always distill down to two organisms allows us
to better see and interpret the biological
phenomena controlling our existence. This
complexity is frustrating to decipher, as the
interactions between the microbes and the
host also rely on the interactions amongst the
microbes. Having more players means more
questions to ask but also more targets to study.
There is no one-to-one relationship, and this
isn’t a bad thing.

View online at BioTechniques:
https://www.biotechniques.com/microbiology/
opinion_appreciating-complexity-in-host-
microbe-interactions/

Written by Susanna L Harris

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1542356511008913
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2018.01473/full
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/rhizobium
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1319562X19300890
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Summary 

The Membrane Filtration (MF) Technique is a method of analyzing aqueous samples for microbial content. With  
this method, a fluid sample is pulled through a membrane filter after which the filter is placed on growth media and  
incubated. Following the prescribed incubation period, colonies are counted and reviewed for appropriate morphology.

The MF Technique was introduced in the 1950s as a way to increase sensitivity by concentrating a larger volume of 
sample onto a membrane filter. Since its first introduction, the set-up for achieving the filtration has largely remained 
unchanged. In addition, the details of the set-up often are not documented, but passed from one analyst to another in 
training or learned by observing an assembled set-up (Figure 1). The most popular adaptation of the method involves  
a manifold which allows use of multiple funnels per vacuum source and waste disposal unit. With many samples  
to test per day, analysts are constantly looking for ways to increase their testing capacity. However, with many  
traditional manifolds currently out in the market, increasing testing capacity can be a challenge due to the inflexible 
nature of their design.

Pall’s recently introduced Laboratory Manifold is uniquely designed for adaptability to the various microbial methods 
for aqueous solutions by MF technique. Interchangeable components and the use of coupling devices provide the 
ability to join multiple manifolds together. This increases testing capacity and adaptability to various methods.

In this application note we investigated how coupling up to three manifolds connected to a single vacuum source and 
operating the funnels simultaneously affects the membrane pressure differential and filtration time. We describe how a 
more readily measured property, filtration time, can be used as a substitute for the pressure differential (34 to 51 kPa) 
exerted on the filter membrane to demonstrate compliance with the US EPA Recognized Standard Methods for  
the Examination of Water and Wastewater (EPA Methods). We further describe how the coupled manifolds can be 
operated while remaining in compliance with the EPA methods.*

*EPA method parameters were used in the study because they are most descriptive of the differential pressures exerted across the membrane filter 
and can be correlated to filtration time.

Application Note
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Figure 1
Typical Membrane Filtration Technique set up

Materials and Methods

The experiments were carried out using up to three coupled Laboratory Manifolds, a single filtering flask for 
waste, and a single vacuum pump (Pall part number 13158). Each individual manifold consisted of a 3-place 
Manifold Base (Pall part number 4889) with Elongated Standard Adapters (Pall part number 4959), and they were 
joined using Coupling Devices (Pall part number 4893). The vacuum pump was protected from possible filtrate 
carry-over by an in-line hydrophobic barrier filter (Pall part number 4250) inserted between the pump and the 
filtering flask. Vacuum pressure over the individual funnels was measured by pressure gauges incorporated in 
modified Elongated Standard Adapters (Figure 2). Each manifold was outfitted with one larger calibrated gauge 
and two smaller gauges. The readings of all gauges matched each other during use. The initial vacuum pressure 
delivered by the pump was set using the calibrated gauge on the most distant adaptor of the coupled manifolds 
and tracked on all gauges during filtration. 100 mL quantities of laboratory grade water were filtered through  
MicroFunnel™ ST Disposable Filter Funnels with 0.45 µm GN-6 Metricel® membrane (Pall part number 4811) at 
vacuum pressures set at 34 kPa or 51 kPa (10 inHg or 15 inHg). For measurements of simultaneously operated 
funnels, the valves for the funnels were opened in quick succession. The valves of evacuated funnels were closed 
to minimize air flow and pressure drop. Timing was started upon opening of the first valve to start filtration and 
stopped when the last of the funnels was fully evacuated. During filtration, the vacuum pressure displayed on  
the pressure gauges incorporated on the funnel adapters was monitored and the lowest observed vacuum  
pressure recorded.

Results 

As shown in Table 1, MF Technique parameters are described using different terminology in the EPA Methods, 
ISO and ASTM. To remain in compliance, the various standards prescribe a pressure differential on the membrane 
of 34 to 51 kPa (EPA), 70 kPa at the source (ISO), or use of a source that can produce a reading of 67-80 kPa 
(ASTM). What often is not considered by these references is the difficulty in measuring the prescribed vacuum 
pressure and the way in which the various components of a filtration system will affect differential pressure at the 
membrane surface. While it may be possible to measure the vacuum pressure at the source as prescribed in the 
ISO and ASTM standards, for instance through use of a pressure gauge on the vacuum pump or the vacuum 
source, few if any set-ups will be able to provide readings over individual funnels as a measure of the differential 
pressure at the membrane surface.
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Table 1
Membrane Filtration Technique vacuum standards

US EPA Recognized Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 21st edition (9222 B.1.f.) 
“For filtration, mount receptacle of filter-holding assembly on a 1 L filter flask with a side tube or other suitable device (manifold to hold 
three to six filter assemblies) such that a pressure differential (34 to 51 kPa) can be exerted on the filter membrane. Connect flask to  
a vacuum line, an electric vacuum pump, a filter pump operating on water pressure, a hand aspirator, or other means of securing a  
pressure differential (138 to 207 kPa). Connect a flask of approximately the same capacity between filtering flask and vacuum source  
to trap carry-over water.” [10-15 inHg]

International Standards Organization (ISO) (ISO 8199:2005 (E) 8.2.5.2) 
“Connect the sterile filtration apparatus to a source of vacuum… Open stopcock and apply sufficient vacuum (about 70 kPa) to filter the 
water through the membrane.” [21 inHg]

ASTM International (D 3863–87 3.2.2) 
“Vacuum—for the procedure used, a source of suction that can produce a reading of 500 to 600 mm Hg on a vacuum gage.”  
[66.7-80.0 kPa (19.7-23.6 inHg)]

To enable tracking of the vacuum pressure differential exerted over the individual funnels during filtration, we 
modified Laboratory Manifolds by equipping the individual funnel adapters with pressure gauges (Figure 2). Each 
manifold was equipped with a single larger calibrated gauge and two smaller gauges. The readings of all gauges 
matched during use. Prior to filtration, the calibrated gauge on the adaptor most distant from the vacuum pump 
was used to set the initial vacuum pressure. During filtration, vacuum pressure was tracked on all gauges and the 
lowest observed vacuum pressure was recorded. As very few if any users in the field have the capability to track 
the vacuum pressure over the individual funnels during filtration, we also set out to measure filtration time over 
the individual funnels to determine if this could be used as a substitute for the vacuum pressure determinations.

Figure 2
Vacuum Manifold equipped with vacuum gauges. Frontal (A) and side (B) view of the large (calibrated) and small 
pressure gauges incorporated on the modified elongated standard adapters.

The results of the measurements are presented in Table 2 and Figure 3. The maximum filtration time under  
filtration conditions compliant with the standard methods was determined by measuring the evacuation time for 
a single funnel with the vacuum pressure set at 34 kPa (10 inHg), which is at the lower limit of compliance, and 
found an average time of 21.1 ± 1.3 s (n = 9). In a similar fashion, the upper limit of compliance was determined 
by measuring the evacuation time for a single funnel with the vacuum pressure set at 51 kPa (15 inHg). The  
average filtration time at this pressure was 13.9 ± 0.8 s (n = 27). The vacuum pressure during filtration at 34 kPa 
and 51 kPa (10 inHg and 15 inHg) remained stable, a clear indication that the vacuum pump had ample capacity 
to provide the amount of air displacement required to evacuate a single funnel without causing a pressure drop.

A. B.
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For measurements when simultaneously operating the three funnels on a single manifold with the vacuum  
pressure set at 34 kPa (10 inHg), we found that the vacuum pressure dropped to 29 kPa (8.5 inHg), below the 
minimum pressure threshold and observed an evacuation time of 24.5 ± 0.9 s (n = 3). However, filtration could 
be accomplished within specifications using a vacuum pressure set at 51 kPa (15 inHg). Although the vacuum 
pressure dropped somewhat to 47 kPa (14 inHg), this parameter remained within compliance throughout the  
filtration process. The average filtration time was 15.1 ± 0.7 s (n = 3). At the lower vacuum pressure setting of  
34 kPa, the pump was unable to provide the amount of air displacement required to remain within compliance, 
but was able to do so when set at 51 kPa.

Referring to the EPA Methods, we reasoned that it is possible to link multiple manifolds together and operate 
them simultaneously only if the pressure differential across the various ports could be demonstrated to remain 
between 34 to 51 kPa (10 to 15 inHg). Alternatively, using the filtration time measurements with the single  
funnels as a guide, all funnels evacuating within a time period of 13.6 -21.0 s (95% confidence interval) could  
be considered compliant. The more restrictive, but easier remembered, 15 to 20 s interval could be used as a 
proxy. However, it should be noted that the act of opening the valves also consumes time. As shown in Table 3, 
valve opening times rage from 1.9 ± 0.2 s for a single manifold, increasing up to 6.3 ± 0.3 s for 3 coupled  
manifolds (n = 6). These times may vary some for individual operators but should be taken into consideration  
especially when working with multiple coupled manifolds.

With vacuum set at 51 kPa (15 inHg), filtration with two coupled manifolds remained compliant using either  
specification with a lowest observed vacuum pressure differential of 44 kPa (13 inHg) and a filtration time of  
17.9 ± 0.0 s (n = 3). When operating three coupled manifold simultaneously, filtration remained compliant,  
although barely, by the pressure differential standard with a lowest observed pressure differential of 34 kPa  
(10 inHg). Uncorrected for opening of the valves, the measured filtration time of 23.7 ± 0.5 s would appear to be 
out of compliance. However, taking into account the 6.3 ± 0.3 s to open the valves of the 3 coupled manifolds, 
filtration can be considered compliant by the time standard as well. It is clear however, that filtration of this  
number of funnels simultaneously puts a significant burden on the capacity of the vacuum pump. The maximum 
rate of filtration also is determined by set-up specific parameters such as vacuum line diameter and length and 
types of connectors that are used and while the set-up used in these experiments may have been compliant, 
other set-ups of this type might well be out of compliance. 

The time standard does provide a simple way to determine if filtration takes place within compliant constraints. If 
more than two manifolds are coupled, operation of all simultaneously can overwhelm the capacity of the vacuum 
system and lead to non-compliance. However, users can use manifolds one or two units at the time even when 
coupling multiple manifolds and likely operate within compliance. Under these conditions, the 15-20 s filtration 
time interval provides an easy way to ensure compliance. 

Table 2
Filtration time and minimum observed vacuum pressure during filtration. In the table, n Indicates the number of 
independent measurements

 Applied Vacuum Pressure

Number of  34 kPa (10 inHg)   51 kPa (15 inHg) 
Simultaneously  Lowest Observed  Evacuation Time (s)  Lowest Observed  Evacuation Time (s) 
Operated Funnels n Pressure (kPa) Average Std Dev n Pressure (kPa) Average Std Dev

1 9 34 21.1 1.3 27 51 13.9 0.8

3 3 29 24.5 0.9 3 47 15.1 0.7

6 3 ND ND ND 3 44 17.9 0.0

9 3 ND ND ND 3 34 23.7 0.5
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Figure 3
Minimum observed vacuum pressure and filtration times with individual funnels or with 3, 6, or 9 simultaneously 
operated funnels. The funnels of up to three coupled manifolds were operated individually or simultaneously and 
the minimum observed vacuum pressure (Panel A) and filtration times (Panel B) recorded. Vacuum pressure was 
set at 34 kPa or 51 kPa (10 inHg or 15 inHg). The gray bar with red upper and lower limits indicate the interval 
within which vacuum pressure (Panel A) or filtration time (Panel B) can be considered to be in compliance with 
the EPA Methods as determined from measurements with individual funnels.

Table 3
Average valve opening times for multiple manifolds. Valve opening times reflect the average of 6 independent 
measurements.

 Opening Time Valves (s) 

Number of Manifolds Average Standard Deviation

1 1.9 0.2

2 4.0 0.2

3 6.3 0.3

Conclusions

Busy laboratories need a variety of options to accommodate testing needs. The ability to process samples in a 
more efficient manner often includes the need for a larger test stand. The modular design of Pall’s Laboratory Manifold 
fulfills that need by allowing coupling of 3 port segments to create a 3-, 6-, or 9-place test stand. Operation of 
more than two coupled manifolds at a time may overwhelm the air displacement capacity of the vacuum source 
and allow the vacuum pressure to drop below the specified minimum value of 34 kPa. As it is hard to determine 
the vacuum pressure over individual membranes or funnels, we established that a more readily measurable  
parameter, filtration time, can be used instead as a substitute for the vacuum pressure. When coupling manifolds 
together, the funnels can be operated simultaneously as long as the filtration time takes place within 15-20 s.  
If this is not possible, the manifolds can be operated simultaneously as single or double units to maintain  
compliance with the EPA Methods. 
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OVID-19 first emerged in Wuhan (Hubei, China) in 
December 2019 [1]. The novel coronavirus causing 
the disease, SARS-CoV-2, was first identified using 

metagenomic RNA sequencing [2] on 5 January 2020 by a team 
led by Zhang Yongzhen (Shanghai Public Health Clinical Center, 
China). On 10 January 2020, the novel coronavirus genome 
was posted publicly on virological.org and GenBank to assist 
investigations around the world [3]. 

COVID-19 spread rapidly amongst humans, and to other 
countries, leading to its classification as a pandemic by the WHO 
on 11 March 2020, just 2 months after the genomic information 
was shared. As a novel disease, there were no vaccine or targeted 
drugs to be used to treat or halt the spread of COVID-19, hence 
rapid diagnosis and isolation of patients became essential.

National lockdown, which included orders to stay and work 
at home, was the initial response by many countries to slow the 
rapid spread of the virus. Whilst this decision was met with a 
mixed response, it is hard to deny that this is an essential step to 
reduce mortality and prevent healthcare services from becoming 
overwhelmed.

This was supported by Flaxman et al., who studied the effect of 
major interventions across 11 European countries for the period 
from the start of the COVID-19 epidemics in February 2020 until 
4 May 2020, when lockdowns started to be lifted. The results 
indicate that major non-pharmaceutical interventions – and 
lockdowns in particular – have had a large effect on reducing 
transmission [4].

To the majority, lockdown and social distancing measures 
appear to be the only pandemic management strategy universally 
rolled out. As of 13 January 2021, there have been 92,148,761 
confirmed cases of COVID-19, including 1,973,486 deaths, reported 
to the WHO [5]. What could have been done to keep these figures 
lower? Have we learned anything from previous pandemics? And, 
how can we prepare for future pandemics?

PROGRESS FROM PANDEMICS PAST
Few people reading this Technology News article will remember 
a pandemic on this scale, but history reveals that what we are 
currently experiencing is nothing uncommon. In the 20th century 
alone there have been three influenza pandemics – 1918, 1957 
and 1968 (Figure 1). Promisingly, there was progression seen 
between these events – by 1957 there was a global network 
of laboratories linked to the World Influenza Research Centre 
in London (UK), which acted as a hub for research and virus 
tracking [6].

Interestingly, for all the advances made against infectious 
disease – health infrastructure and technology to name a few 
– our very growth in terms of population, migration, trade and 
urbanization has made us more vulnerable.

Ultimately, the goal is to detect, understand and contain 
infectious outbreaks at the earliest stage possible. This is 
fundamental in order to prevent and control outbreaks. A 
universal surveillance network has the potential to answer 
these needs.

Metagenomics is emerging as an important tool in 
biosurveillance, public health and clinical applications. Pandemic 
risk calculations employ technologies like metagenomics to trace 
the molecular changes in pathogens during their emergence, 
and mathematical models to assess risk. This combination 
of technologies enables us to predict an abundance of useful 
information – hot spots of emergence, populations at risk and 
the pathogens under genetic evolution.

The problem is that while the technology for surveillance is 
available, it is often restricted to the western hemisphere; with 
many diseases continuing to emerge in areas such as Southeast 
Asia, it is vital to ensure metagenomics and predictions of 
pandemic risk are shared. 

Whilst this just skims the surface of previous pandemics 
and ideal responses, it is important to note that strides have 

METAGENOMICS: PREVENTING 
FUTURE PANDEMICS

Metagenomic approaches have been key to successful 
tracing and outbreak management during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. How can we use this knowledge 
to better prepare, strategize and prevent future 
pandemics?
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been made in terms of pandemic response; however, this piece is 
to highlight the potential of metagenomics in preventing a future 
pandemic.

HOW CAN WE DETECT A VIRUS?
Traditionally, detection of a pathogen for public health 
infectious disease surveillance relies upon the identification of 
pre-established markers of a particular disease, through assays 
or screening. However, through the use of next-generation 
sequencing (NGS), metagenomics has the ability to detect all 
microorganisms in a sample, regardless of whether they are 
known or novel pathogens [8].

There are two defined strategies through which to detect 
disease outbreaks. The first is syndromic surveillance, which 
relies on health indicators such as symptoms and patterns, before 
a laboratory-confirmed diagnosis is made [9]. However, this is not 
always an accurate method to indicate infection spread, due to 
the lack of a definitive disease diagnosis.

The more reliable strategy is laboratory-based surveillance, 
in which a number of methods can be implemented to detect 
and confirm pathogen presence. Within the realm of traditional 
pathogen detection, samples can often be left undiagnosed 
when there is a failure to detect a causative agent. Instead of 
using assays that are targeted to search for a specific pathogen, 
metagenomics has the potential to entirely overhaul this process, 
detecting the presence of all microorganisms through a single 
sequencing technique, and without the need for culture.

Further to this, the genomic information that can be gathered 
by metagenomic NGS can be used in ways beyond informing 
outbreak investigations, including to identify virulence genes 
and predict potential antibiotic resistance [8].

HOW HAVE METAGENOMICS BEEN PROPOSED TO 
PREVENT PANDEMICS?
The idea of using metagenomics to scan for and catch novel 
viruses as they arise – allowing researchers to stymie the spread 
of the virus early, thereby preventing the possibility of a pandemic 
before it has begun – is not a new one. In fact, a 2016 paper 
published in PNAS warned of a SARS-like virus “poised for human” 
emergence [10].

The paper highlighted WIV1-CoV, isolated from Chinese 
horseshoe bat populations in a previous metagenomic study 
(Figure 2) [11], as being of particularly high risk for emergence 
in humans after both chimeric and full-length zoonotic versions 
of the virus were shown to be capable of replicating in vivo in 
humans. Sound familiar?

The paper highlighted that – while metagenomic screens had 
identified that SARS-like viruses were circulating in these bat 
populations and that species with the potential to evolve into 
human infectious strains had been identified in previous studies 
[11] – these observations alone were not enough. Commenting 
on the PNAS paper in another article for the same issue, Vincent 
Racaniello (Columbia University Medical Center, NY, USA) stated 
that “gazing at viral sequences has its limits; experiments need to 
be done” [12].

The authors of the PNAS paper outlined an approach to take 
metagenomic data and examine them experimentally to determine 
the probability of a virus becoming infectious to humans, the 
likely severity of the resultant infection and our preparedness 
to deal with the emergent species if it does [10]. To explore the 

Figure 1. The history of pandemics. 
Reprinted from [7].
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severity and probability they conducted a series of mouse model 
experiments involving transgenic mice, manipulated to express 
the human ACE2 receptor – the receptor bound by coronavirus 
spike proteins.

To assess our preparedness for the emergence of WIV1-CoV 
into human populations, the authors tested the efficacy of 
antibodies generated to protect against SARS-CoV in blocking 
infection by WIV1-CoV, first in cell culture and then in the 
transgenic mouse model. This identified an antibody that did 
prevent replication of the virus and protect against sever disease; 
however, preliminary attempts to determine whether vaccines 
composed of inactivated SARS-CoV would be effective against 
WIV1-CoV proved negative [10].

Ultimately, this case study highlighted that there are viruses on 
the cusp of making the leap from animal to human pathogenicity, 
that we were not prepared for these viruses with an easily adaptable 
vaccine and that potential treatments for these viruses could 
include broadly neutralizing antibodies.

Racaniello, drawing next steps from these key points, laid out 
several recommendations for further study [12]. First, a study to 
identify a panel of antibodies effective in preventing the invasive 
action of the spike protein common to coronaviruses. Next, the 
identification of the genome alterations required for WIV1-CoV to 
become infectious to humans – an action that should be applied 
to all viruses identified as at risk of infecting humans. Finally, an 
examination of the mechanism by which pathogenicity of these 
viruses could increase.

WHAT WENT WRONG?
So, with these actions highlighted and the risk of future 
pandemics laid bare, what went wrong? To investigate many of 
these actions would have required gain-of-function experiments 
on these viruses. At the time of the paper’s publication, there 
was heated debate about the risks of these experiments, with 
opposition occasionally citing apocalyptic scenarios worthy 
of Hollywood. These arguments, whilst founded on little actual 
evidence [13], were nonetheless captivating enough to provoke 
the US government to issue a moratorium severely restricting 
these experiments [14].

While this restriction was lifted in December 2017 [15], this 
period would have delayed these crucial studies and dampened 
the impact of this paper, perhaps preventing the recommendations 
of Racaniello being pursued.

Meanwhile, debate on the gain-of-function studies still rages 
and can perturb researchers from undertaking them, with many 
legitimate reservations needing to be thoroughly addressed [16] 
and more sensationalist articles fanning the flames of debate [17]. 
While the debate surrounding the topic is by no means entirely 
one-sided in the virology community, instead of quashing the 
practice, protocols need to be put in place to ensure that these 
studies are conducted in the safest possible manner, in an open 
and accountable setting – actions that may take the heat out of 
the debate and allow safe progress in research that that could 
prove invaluable. For metagenomic scanning to be worth its salt, 
it needs to be accompanied by the ability to follow-up the findings 
in an effective but safe manner.

THE ICELANDIC APPROACH
PCR testing was quickly established as the ‘gold standard’ of 
diagnosis, allowing for scalable, rapid and comparatively cheap 
results, with a good level of reliability. However, there are clear 
benefits in combining traditional laboratory methods with 
metagenomic NGS to understand diseases and improve outbreak 
response, as has been highlighted by an open-source project, 
Nextstrain [18].

Globally, the primary focus during the COVID-19 outbreak 
was on rapid testing, not whole-genome sequencing, with some 
countries completely polarized in their position on metagenomic 
analysis for tracing SARS-CoV-2 infection.

In May 2020, a team of researchers across countries in East 
Africa contributed to an article for BioTechniques questioning 
where the SARS-CoV-2 genomes from East Africa were [19]. At 
the time of writing the article, which was published on 15 May 
2020, there were no publicly available SARS-CoV-2 genomes from 
East Africa – more than 10 weeks after the first reported COVID-19 
case in Kenya.

As outlined in the article, a French study that was listed on 
bioRxiv – now published in Eurosurveillance [20] – demonstrated 
through NGS analysis that the first recorded cases of COVID-19 in 
France were not of Chinese origin, suggesting that SARS-CoV-2 
was present in the country prior. This insight is crucial for 
biosurveillance purposes and outbreak management.

The Icelandic approach to COVID-19 focused heavily on 
scientific methods, encompassing metagenomic techniques, 
and has been hailed as “pivotal” in its contribution to 
understanding the pandemic [21]. deCODE (Reykjavik, Iceland), 
a human genomics company and subsidiary of Amgen (USA), 
offered their services to Iceland’s Directorate of Health. 
Together, they tracked the health of every Icelander who tested 
positive for SARS-CoV-2, isolated and sequenced captured 

Figure 2. A Chinese horseshoe bat. 
Shutterstock.com.
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COVID-positive samples and screened more than half of the 
368,000 population for infection.

They both uncovered crucial insights about COVID-19 infection, 
including that almost half of infected people are asymptomatic, 
and prevented high numbers of deaths – reporting approximately 
7 per 100,000 in comparison to the USA’s approximate 80 per 
100,00 – while still keeping their borders open to tourists.

METAGENOMIC PROTOCOLS IN THE COVID ERA
A study published in the Journal of Clinical Virology in October 
2020 outlined the validation of a metagenomics protocol for 
coronavirus identification by simulating novel virus discovery and 
thus, providing a potential tool for pandemic preparedness [22].

The team used clinical samples containing the coronaviruses 
MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 to perform their 
metagenomic protocol. To simulate novel virus discovery, the 
databases they used for classification contained only known 
viruses prior to the discovery of these three coronaviruses.

The resultant NGS reads enabled the identification of the 
coronaviruses as being novel, related to the coronaviruses whose 
genomic information was present in the databases, validating the 
protocol for novel coronavirus discovery.

In June 2020, a study published in Clinical Chemistry also 
outlined the detection of SARS-CoV-2 by metagenomic analysis. 
The researchers evaluated laboratory-confirmed COVID-positive 
and -negative samples with metagenomic NGS, comparing the 
readouts to a genomic database from 2019, which was created 
prior to SARS-CoV-2 discovery [23].

Through this method, they were able to identify the novel 
coronavirus within 36 hours. This study did have a poor sample 
size; however, the benefits of metagenomic sequencing were 
also highlighted. The team identified numerous other viruses 
present in the samples, providing a less targeted diagnosis route, 
identifying why the patient is ill and the best course for treatment.

METAGENOMIC PROTOCOLS POST-COVID
The extent and severity of the COVID-19 pandemic has some 
researchers looking to the future and questioning: where might 
the next pandemic come from and how can it be prevented?

An article published in Nature in March 2020 outlined the 
identification of two SARS-CoV-2-related coronaviruses in 
Malayan pangolins through metagenomic sequencing, one of 
which had a receptor-binding domain incredibly similar to that 
of SARS-CoV-2 [24].

The researchers suggest that since the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak 
has been associated with a seafood market, pangolins should be 
removed from markets as a preventative measure for a future 
coronavirus outbreak.

The potential of metagenomics in detecting and tracing 
novel coronaviruses is immense. Although metagenomics may 

be a relatively recent field, it is certainly not novel. Due to the 
immediate severity, rapid spread and relative lack of preparedness 
(in comparison to the vast knowledge that has been gained during 
the pandemic), there perhaps was not the time or resource to 
focus on metagenomic sequencing.

However, there is a successful example to be noted in the Icelandic 
approach. Through careful planning and strategy, combining 
traditional diagnostic tests with metagenomic approaches to trace 
the spread and find the root of COVID-19 infection, Iceland was able 
to contain and minimize the spread.

Written by Abigail Sawyer, Tristan Free & Joseph Martin
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Triplicate PCR reactions for 16S rRNA gene amplicon 
sequencing are unnecessary
Clarisse Marotz1, Anukriti Sharma2, Greg Humphrey1, Neil Gottel2, Christopher Daum3, Jack A Gilbert2, Emiley Eloe-Fadrosh3 & Rob Knight*,1,4,5

ABSTRACT
Conventional wisdom holds that PCR 
amplification for sequencing should 
employ pooled replicate reactions to 
reduce bias due to jackpot effects and 
chimera formation. However, modern 
amplicon data analysis employs 
methods that may be less sensitive 
to such artifacts. Here we directly 
compare results from single versus 
triplicate reactions for 16S amplicon 
sequencing and find no significant 
impact of adopting a less labor-
intensive single reaction protocol.

METHOD SUMMARY
We compared single PCR reactions 
to pooled triplicate PCR reactions for 
16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing 
on nearly 400 samples from a diverse 
range of environments across three 
independent laboratories.

For decades, 16S rRNA gene sequencing has 
been performed by pooling replicate PCR 
reactions, usually in triplicate. The primary 
benefit is to reduce ‘jackpotting’: the 
stochastic nature of PCR means that some 
molecules are amplified earlier than others, 
and exponential amplification in subsequent 
rounds of PCR substantially distort the 
frequencies of different molecules in hetero-
geneous pools of target genes [1]. This 
phenomenon is particularly important in 
environmental DNA sequencing where the 
goal is an accurate, or at least consistent, 
readout of the different gene targets 
matching a primer set.

However, since the guideline that PCR 
should be performed in triplicate was intro-
duced [1], there have been substantial 
improvements in the processivity and fidelity 
of DNA polymerases. Therefore, triplicate 
PCR may no longer provide the benefits 
it once did, although performing single 
PCR reactions instead of triplicate would 
provide significant time and cost savings. 
Several studies have tested single versus 
triplicate PCR for 16S rRNA sequencing in 
limited settings with a small number of input 
samples (e.g., 18 soil samples [2], two soil and 
two stool samples [3], three soil samples [4]). 
However, it has never been tested across 
the wide range of samples and settings that 
would be needed to justify a general recom-
mendation for change in protocol. We used 
the availability of standardized sample sets 
such as those from MBQC, the Microbiome 
Quality Control project [5], and from our 
previous technology testing to answer this 
question definitively across three different 
laboratories. In total, we tested the effects of 
replicate PCR pooling in three independent 
experiments containing nearly 373 samples 
from a diverse range of environments.

First, we benchmarked single versus 
pooled-triplicate PCR across a broad range 
of sample types. In our previous study on 
comparison of DNA extraction methods [6] 
we assembled a set of 96 samples spanning 
a broad range of environments, including 48 

fecal samples, 12 soil samples, 12 marine 
sediment samples, six seawater samples, 
five skin samples, five oral samples, and six 
mattress dust samples. We used the DNA 
from this previous study, extracted using 
the Earth Microbiome Project protocol [7] 
on the Kingfisher instrument, for this study. 
16S rRNA gene amplification was performed 
according to the Earth Microbiome Project 
(EMP) protocol and is detailed in the supple-
mental file. We quantified amplicons by 
PicoGreen™ and pooled 240 ng of each 
for sequencing. We ran the entire sample 
set four times: twice with single PCR and 
twice with pooled-triplicate PCR. The pooled 
library was sequenced on the Illumina 
MiSeq sequencing platform with a MiSeq 
Reagent Kit v2 and paired-end 150 cycles. 
All data were processed and analyzed 
using the QIIME2 software suite [8] and 
Deblur [9]. Counterintuitively, single PCR 
reactions yielded significantly more reads 
than triplicate PCR reactions (mean ± SEM: 
10,821 ± 298 versus 10,029 ± 262, respec-
tively, paired T-test p = 0.0003), and fewer 
dropouts (Figure 1A). We saw no significant 
difference in alpha diversity, regardless of 
environment (Figure 1B). Beta diversity 
analysis with Unweighted UniFrac demon-
strates that samples cluster by sample type 
and not number of PCR reactions (Figure 1C). 
The Weighted UniFrac distances are signifi-
cantly larger among samples from different 
environments than among biological repli-
cates, and distances among biological repli-
cates are significantly greater than technical 
replicates, with both single and triplicate 
PCR reactions (Figure 1D). Negligible 
taxonomic changes between single and 
triplicate reactions were observed (97.8% 
shared taxonomy at the species level, genus 
98.4%, and phylum 100%, Supplementary 
Figure 1A & Supplementary Figure 2).

Second, because high-level conclu-
sions crossing environment types might 
obscure relationships in particular sample 
types, we tested whether the conclusions 
held for a separate set of agricultural 
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samples. We sampled root and rhizo-
sphere samples from three different sites 
across two seasons. A variety of roots 
including crown, seminal, and primary roots 
were excavated and shaken for 1–2 min in 
35 ml phosphate buffer and maintained on 
ice. In the laboratory, roots were surface 
sterilized by rinsing 30 s in 5.25% sodium 
hypochlorite + 0.01% Tween 20, followed by 
a 30 s rinse in 70% ethanol, followed by three 
rinses in sterile ultrapure water. Roots were 
blotted dry on a clean paper towel, placed in 
a 15 ml tube, frozen at −80°C and then ground 
in liquid nitrogen prior to DNA extraction. The 
rhizosphere samples were filtered through 
a sterile 100 μm mesh filter, pelleted at 
3000 × g for 10 minutes, washed with 1.5 ml 
phosphate buffer, and re-pelleted by spinning 
for 5 min at full speed. The supernatant was 

drained off and the rhizosphere soil pellet 
was stored at −80°C until DNA extraction. 
DNA was extracted from soil, rhizosphere, 
and root samples using DNeasy PowerSoil 
HTP 96 Kit and quantified with the Quanti-
fluor dsDNA reagent. Each sample was 
amplified both with a single PCR reaction 
and with pooled-triplicate reactions. The 
single PCR reactions yielded significantly 
more reads than triplicate PCR reactions 
(mean ± SEM: 3631 ± 139 versus 3000 ± 113, 
respectively; paired T-test p < 0.0001), but 
had a similar dropout rate (Figure 2A). Alpha 
diversity was not significantly different with 
single versus triplicate PCR (Figure 2B), and 
as with the cross-environment comparison 
shown in Figure 1, Weighted UniFrac 
analysis shows that the primary clustering 
is by sample type and the distances among 

samples does not differ in single versus 
triplicate PCRs (Figure 2C & D). Negligible 
taxonomic changes between single and 
triplicate reactions were observed (99.3% 
shared taxonomy at the species level, genus 
99.2%, and phylum 100%, Supplementary 
Figure 1B & Supplementary Figure 3).

Finally, the microbiology of the built 
environment has been a rapidly expanding 
topic of interest over the past decade but 
poses unique challenges for molecular 
analysis. In particular, samples tend to be 
contaminated with high levels of human 
DNA and have low bacterial biomass [10]. 
We used samples from a previous study 
that collected 96 samples longitudinally 
from four commonly used building materials 
maintained at a high relative humidity 
(∼94%) [11]. Genomic DNA was extracted 
from environmental samples using the 
PowerSoil DNA isolation kit as previously 
described [12], and genomic DNA was 
amplified using the EMP protocol as detailed 
in the supplemental file. Samples were 
processed both with single PCR and pooled-
triplicate PCR reactions, and sequenced on 
an Illumina MiSeq sequencing platform with 
a MiSeq Reagent Kit v2 and paired-end 150 
cycles. Once again, yields were higher with 
single PCR than triplicate PCR (Figure 3A), 
Shannon diversity was not affected by single 
versus triplicate PCR (Figure 3B), and beta 
diversity was driven by biological param-
eters of the sample rather than by single 
versus triplicate PCR (Figure 3C & D). Negli-
gible taxonomic changes between single 
and triplicate reactions were observed 
(96.5% shared taxonomy at the species level, 
genus 95.8%, and phylum 100%, Supple-
mentary Figure 1C & Supplementary Figure 
4). All data from each of the three experi-
ments are publicly available from the EBI 
under accession number ERP113817.

Taken together, these results demon-
strate that with modern methods pooling 
triplicate PCR reactions for 16S rRNA 
amplicon sequencing is more expensive 
and does not provide improvement over 
single PCR reactions. This result was 
confirmed in studies spanning three labora-
tories, hundreds of samples, and numerous 
distinct environment types. However, 
although these results hold true for the 
range of conditions tested here, there are 
so many variations in PCR techniques that 
this type of benchmarking effort should be 
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validated for specific sample types and PCR 
protocols before a switch from established 
procedure is implemented for specialized 
protocols. For the general sample types 
tested here, we recommend using single 
PCRs rather than triplicate PCRs. Combined 
with other technical improvements in minia-
turizing PCR reactions [13], this change in 
protocol will substantially reduce the cost 
and complexity of amplicon studies.
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Figure 2. Effect of 16S PCR reaction number across agricultural samples. (A). The sequencing 
dropout number of all samples run with either single or triplicate PCR reactions. (B) Shannon 
diversity index of each sample is similar between single and triplicate PCR reactions. (C) Weighted 
UniFrac PCoA plot shows that samples cluster by sample type (color) and not number of PCR 
reactions (shape). (D) Weighted Unifrac distances between single or triplicate PCR reactions of the 
same sample are smaller than the distance between different samples of the same type run with 
either single or triplicate PCR reactions, and both are smaller than the distance between samples 
from different environments.
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How Ergonomics and Cleaning Ease Reduce Repetitive Stress Injuries and 
Contamination in Pharmaceutical Lab Workflows

Introduction
The repetitive nature of routine laboratory work puts pharmaceutical technicians and scientists at risk for repetitive strain 
injuries (RSI). Routine activities often include repeat of the same movements over and over, which can take a toll on hands, 
wrists, and shoulders and can lead to serious injury. According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA), RSI in the workplace resulted in over 300,000 cases as far back as 2015.1

RSI is closely related to ergonomics of instrument operation when conducting simple but repetitive laboratory processes.
According to an article on common laboratory worker disorders by certified ergonomist Kevin Costello, musculo-skeletal 
movements involving repetition, contact stress, force, and awkward posture present the most risk for injury.2

RSI can lead to laboratory user fatigue and variability that causes poor technique, errors, and cross contamination. The result 
is retesting that can add up to 14 days for procedures such as sterility testing. In addition, the societal costs of carpal tunnel 
syndrome, a key result of RSI, has been estimated at $30,000 per case. This figure does not include indirect costs, such as 
lost productivity and quality of life issues that extend to everyday activities.3 

Microbial cross contamination also can result when laboratory filtration devices such as manifolds, filter funnels, and pumps 
are difficult to clean. 

This paper explores new filtration designs that are considerably more ergonomic and easier to clean than conventional 
products. 

Reducing RSI: The Secret Is In Product Design
In a pharmaceutical microbiology laboratory, there are many ways to avoid 
manual labor stress by working in a more ergonomic manner. Choosing the right 
tools can make all the difference. Pre-sterilized filter funnels are a more efficient 
option for microbial contamination and quality-control testing, with the funnel 
and membrane in a ready-to-use, disposable system. The membrane is contained 
within the funnel for filtration, limiting handling and transfer, which reduces  
repetitive laboratory motions. 

On most of these disposable devices the funnel top is removed by twisting or 
other motions that can put stress on wrists and arms. Additionally, twisting the 
top of the funnel can often tear the delicate membranes beneath, resulting in the 
need for retesting. When using an alternative such as the Pall MicroFunnel™ filter 
funnel, the top is removed with a simple squeeze of its sides. Then, the user can 
easily access the membrane.

Scientific Brief 



Another step forward in reducing RSI is a better-designed manifold, such as the  
Pall Laboratory Manifold.

The Pall Laboratory Manifold has few parts, no required tools, and simple friction 
fittings for easy disassembly and reassembly. This simplified design can save  
precious time and reduce RSI risk. 

Additionally, since the device’s end cap and hose barb can be setup in either  
orientation, all the valves are situated at the front of the manifold. This means there 
is no need to reach over the top of a filter funnel and maneuver behind a manifold 
to turn the valves on and off. Both features improve contamination prevention and 
reduce injury risk.

Finally, the Pall Laboratory Manifold enables processing of up to six samples at  
one time when two manifolds are connected together with a coupling device.  
Over time, this design can mean less handling and lower risk of RSI.

Reducing RSI: Improving Laboratory Techniques 
RSI can be further reduced when technicians are well-trained in techniques such as the use of forceps and membrane  
handling. Proper orientation and handling of forceps is not only important to the technician’s health, but also crucial for 
good microbial growth. 

In the figures below, you can see in the left image that the hand is in an awkward position. This can cause pain during 
membrane removal. In the right image, the forceps are held properly, giving the hand more freedom and a more natural 
and comfortable feel.



Figure 1

In figure 2, the plating technique in the left image is not only awkward, but also increases the risk of creating bubbles on 
the bottom of the filter membrane. Air bubbles are a concern because when the agar media does not properly touch the 
membrane, nutrients do not reach the membrane as expected. This can cause improper cell growth that can result in false 
negatives. Proper technique is demonstrated in the image on the right.

Figure 2

Cleanliness: The Key to Eliminating Cross Contamination
The cleanliness of your laboratory equipment is the key to eliminating cross contamination and the resulting delays  
caused by retesting. Employing manifolds, pumps and funnels with easy-to-clean or disposable designs will result in 
contamination-free devices - a welcome advantage when cleaning is required at least once daily in high-throughput labs. 

Laboratory manifolds offer microbes welcome places to hide. Look for stainless steel devices with few pieces to disassemble 
and assemble such as the Pall Laboratory Manifold. Their fluid paths should be free of O-rings, plus lowered hose outlets will 
eliminate the back-burping that can require expensive and time-consuming retesting. Make sure the manifold is designed 
to easily fit in laboratory autoclaves by separating into manageable components.

When purchasing a new microbiology pump, such as Pall’s Sentino® pump, make sure it has a disposable fluid path that 
requires no cleaning or disinfection. A disposable pump fluid path, combined with a gamma-irradiated filter funnel option, 
virtually eliminates the risk of cross contamination from test equipment.

Disposable filter funnels, such as the Pall MicroFunnel ST filter funnels, not only eliminate cross-contamination that can 
come from reusable funnels, but also have a second overpack layer that streamlines cleanroom or hood entry, with one 
wipe down for multiple individually-packed funnels. This overpack layer reduces gross particulate contamination that can 
come from cardboard.

Conclusion
RSI and ease of cleaning are often overlooked when choosing the microbiology filtration solution to best suit your  
pharmaceutical laboratory needs. It is important to select high-performance products with ergonomics that reduce  
long-term injury risk. The goal is to eliminate the user fatigue and variability that can lead to poor technique, errors, and  
retesting. Reducing microbial cross-contamination and subsequent retesting will save the laboratory time, resources,  
and product development delays.
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ABSTRACT
One goal of microbial ecology researchers is to capture the maximum amount of information from all organisms in a sample. The recent COVID-
19 pandemic, caused by the RNA virus SARS-CoV-2, has highlighted a gap in traditional DNA-based protocols, including the high-throughput
methods the authors previously established as field standards. To enable simultaneous SARS-CoV-2 and microbial community profiling, the
authors compared the relative performance of two total nucleic acid extraction protocols with the authors’ previously benchmarked protocol. The
authors included a diverse panel of environmental and host-associated sample types, including body sites commonly swabbed for COVID-19
testing. Here the authors present results comparing the cost, processing time, DNA and RNA yield, microbial community composition, limit of
detection and well-to-well contamination between these protocols.

ACCESSION NUMBERS
Raw sequence data were deposited at the European Nucleotide Archive (accession number ERP124610), and raw and processed data are avail-
able at Qiita (study identifier 12201). Processing and analysis code is available on GitHub (https://github.com/justinshaffer/Extraction test Mag
MAX).

METHOD SUMMARY
To allow for downstream applications involving RNA-based organisms such as SARS-CoV-2, the authors compared the two extraction protocols
designed to extract DNA and RNA with the authors’ previously established protocol for extracting only DNA for microbial community analyses.
Across ten diverse sample types, one of the two protocols was equivalent or better than the authors’ established DNA-based protocol. The
authors’ conclusion is based on per-sample comparisons of DNA and RNA yield, number of quality sequences generated, microbial community
alpha- and beta-diversity and taxonomic composition, limit of detection and extent of well-to-well contamination.

KEYWORDS:
16S rRNA • DNA extraction • high-throughput sequencing • limit of detection • microbial community • microbiome • RNA extraction •
shotgun metagenomics • well-to-well contamination

Our growing understanding of microbial communities continues to reveal knowledge important for fostering human and environmental
sustainability [1–4]. Nearly every day, new links are made between the humanmicrobiome and human health [5–7], and the development
ofmethods related to studyingmicrobial communities is ever-expanding [8–10]. Onemajor roadblock to studyingmicrobial communities
is that single methods rarely capture information from all organisms in a sample or from across diverse sample types [11–13].

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic driven by SARS-CoV-2 has infected over 40 million human individuals and killed 1.1 million (as
of 18 October 2020) [14]. Such an event represents an invaluable opportunity to study the effects of a novel pathogen on microbial
interactions relevant to human hosts and other ecosystems [15–17]. Currently, the authors’ protocol benchmarked for high-throughput
microbiome sequencing focuses on extracting high-quality DNA from samples [18] and therefore will not capture RNA-based genomes
such as that of SARS-CoV-2, which is a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA virus [19].

Here the authors aim was to identify an extraction protocol that extracts high-quality RNA while also producing DNA output and com-
munity composition comparable to the authors’ previously benchmarked protocol [18]. The authors also considered technical differences
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Figure 1. Sequences per sample across extraction protocols and sample types. Average number of quality sequences for (A) 16S and (B)
metagenomics data (n = 660 samples included). Red circles indicate means. Dashed lines indicate our expectation of (A) 10,000 from 16S and (B) 1
million reads from metagenomics, respectively, for human fecal samples. Note that additional samples included here absent from our statistical test (n
= 45) include those for which technical replication across protocols was not feasible due to recommended sampling protocols (e.g., human nares,
human throat), so we included biological replicates instead. Sample types missing here lacked representation by both MagMAX protocols.
MM: MagMAX; PS: PowerSoil.



Table 1. Limit of detection across extraction protocols.
Extraction
protocol

Sample set Threshold (%) LOD
Gram-negative

LOD
Gram-positive

LOD mixed
culture

Read depth Samples
retained

Samples retained
(%)

MagMAX 2-min High biomass 50 – – 5.73E+02 362 76 80

80 – – 5.73E+04 1392 69 73

90 – – 5.73E+04 3512 64 67

95 – – 5.73E+06 9144 46 48

Low biomass 50 1.60E+03 3.10E+03 – 637 69 73

80 1.60E+04 3.10E+03 – 1631 63 66

90 1.60E+04 3.10E+03 – 3007 59 62

95 1.60E+05 3.10E+04 – 5526 52 55

MagMAX 20-min High biomass 50 – – 5.73E+05 8499 68 71

80 – – 5.73E+07 14,522 55 57

90 – – 5.73E+07 20,158 30 31

95 – – 5.73E+07 27,541 3 3

Low biomass 50 1.60E+01 3.10E+01 – 491 79 83

80 1.60E+03 3.10E+03 – 776 71 75

90 1.60E+03 3.10E+03 – 1031 68 72

95 1.60E+04 3.10E+03 – 1354 64 67

PowerSoil High biomass 50 – – 5.70E+01 1050 87 92

80 – – 5.73E+07 14,632 36 38

90 – – NA 106,110 0 0

95 – – NA 944,308 0 0

Low biomass 50 1.60E+03 3.10E+00 – 1836 69 72

80 1.60E+04 3.10E+02 – 3797 62 65

90 1.60E+05 3.10E+03 – 5997 57 59

95 1.60E+05 3.10E+03 – 9345 40 42

Titrations of cultured cells were used to identify the number of reads needed per sample to meet various thresholds of detection (i.e., percentage of reads mapped to expected
taxa vs background contaminants). Read depths corresponding to a threshold of 50% were used for filtering samples prior to community analyses of microbial 16S data, as
recommended [20]. Retention of samples following filtering based on read depth for each threshold is shown.
Gram+: Bacillus subtilis; Gram–: Paracoccus denitrificans; Mixed culture: B. subtilis and P. denitrificans; NA: Not applicable.

regarding the detection ability [20] and extent of contamination [21–23] among protocols. The authors compared DNA and RNA yield,
number of quality sequences, microbial community alpha- and beta-diversity and taxonomic composition, limit of detection (LOD) and
extent of well-to-well contamination across common sample types and among three extraction protocols.

Methods
Sample collection
To compare extraction protocols, the authors collected biological materials from a broad range of human and environmental samples,
focusing on types widely used in studies of microbial communities and SARS-CoV-2 detection [18,24,25]. Each unique sample was
aliquoted across extraction plates for comparison of extraction efficiency among protocols. The authors included a total of 33 human
skin samples, 30 humanoral samples, eight built environment samples, six fecal samples, six human urine samples, six soil samples, four
water samples, four fermented food samples and two tissue samples. The authors collected most sample types using wooden handle
cotton swabs (Puritan, CA, USA) following the standard Earth Microbiome Project protocol [26]. To make comparisons relevant to SARS-
CoV-2 detection, the authors collected additional samples, mimicking those collected from patients, using BBL CultureSwab plastic
handle polyester swabs (category number 220135; BD Biosciences, NJ, USA) following the CDC’s specimen collection guidelines [24,25].

The authors collected samples to allow for technical replication across three extraction protocols. Human skin samples included
those from the foot, armpit, forehead and nostril interior. Foot and armpit samples were collected from three individuals by rubbing five
cotton swabs simultaneously on the sole of each foot or armpit for 30 s. Forehead and nostril samples were collected from 12 individuals
by rubbing two polyester swabs over the forehead for 30 s or in each nostril for 15 s each. Human oral samples included throat, saliva and
oral saline rinses and the same rinses diluted in viral transportmedium [27]. Throat sampleswere collected from 12 individuals by rubbing
two polyester swabs across the pharynx for 30 s. Saliva was collected from 12 individuals using active spitting into a 50-ml centrifuge
tube. Saline rinses were collected from three individuals by swishing 10 ml 0.9% saline for 30 s and spitting into a 50-ml centrifuge tube.
To mimic storage in viral transport medium, 5 ml of saline rinse was mixed with 100 μl 50× viral transport medium in a 15-ml centrifuge
tube. Built environment samples included floors and door handles. Floor and door handle samples were collected from two rooms using
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Figure 2. Well-to-well contamination across extraction protocols. Plasmids harboring synthetic 16S sequences were spiked into a single well per plate
column (i.e., alternating from row C to F across columns: C1, F2, C3, F4, etc.) of each high-biomass sample plate prior to extraction. (A) The number of
reads matching synthetic 16S sequences was quantified for all wells that did not receive a spike-in. Asterisks indicate significant differences between
pairs of extraction protocols as determined by a Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc Dunn’s test with a Benjimini-Hochberg correction for multiple comparisons. (B)
The percentage of spike-in reads among all reads per well shown as a heatmap.
*** p < 0.001.

cotton swabs and two rooms using polyester swabs by rubbing nine swabs simultaneously across the surface of a 1 sq ft tile for 30 s
or one entire door handle, respectively. Fecal samples included human, mouse and cat samples. Human feces were collected from two
individuals using commode collectors (commode specimen collection system, Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). Mouse feces were
collected from two individuals and stored in 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tubes. Cat feces were collected from two individuals and stored in
plastic zip-top bags. Human urine samples included samples from female and male individuals. Urine was collected from three female
and threemale individuals and stored in commode collectors or 50-ml centrifuge tubes. Soil samples included tree rhizosphere and bare
soil. For each type, soil was collected from two adjacent sites down to a depth of 20 cm using a sterile trowel and stored in plastic zip-top
bags. Water samples included fresh- and seawater collected from two sites at the San Diego River and two sites at the Scripps Institution
of Oceanography, respectively. Water was collected and stored in 50-ml centrifuge tubes. Fermented food samples included yogurt and
sauerkraut samples. Two varieties of one brand of each food were purchased commercially and stored in 50-ml centrifuge tubes. Tissue
samples included jejunum tissue from eightmice. Approximately 3.8 cm of themiddle small intestine was removed, and any fecal matter
inside was squeezed out lengthwise. Each tissue section was added to a 2-mlmicrocentrifuge tube containing 1ml sterile 1× phosphate-
buffered saline and approximately 40mg sterile 1-mmsilicone beads and homogenized at 6000 rpm for 1minwith aMagNALyser (Roche
Diagnostics, CA, USA). The liquid homogenate from three intestinal sections from cohoused mice was pooled to create a single sample
(one sample per cage). All samples were stored at -80◦C within 3 h of collection and frozen for a maximum of 24 h before extraction. To
compare LOD – defined as the number of cells required to detect a microbe in the sequence data – the authors included serial dilutions
of cultures of Bacillus subtilis (Firmicutes) and Paracoccus denitrificans (Alphaproteobacteria) [20]. Input cell densities ranged from 2.0
to 9.6E7 cells for B. subtilis and 0.0 to 3.1E7 cells for P. denitrificans. To compare well-to-well contamination [23], the authors included
plasmid-borne, synthetic 16S rRNA gene spike-ins (i.e., 4 ng of unique spike-in to one well of each column in the plate) [28] and at least
five extraction blanks per plate.

DNA and RNA extraction
The authors compared two extraction protocols that use a 96-sample magnetic bead cleanup format: the MagAttract PowerSoil DNA
isolation kit (category number 27000-4-KF; Qiagen, CA, USA) and the MagMAX microbiome ultra nucleic acid isolation kit (category
number A42357; Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). The authors considered that the PowerSoil kit protocol includes heating the lysis solution
to 60◦C when mixing with samples as well as a subsequent 20-min bead-beating step, whereas the MagMAX kit uses no heating and
only a 2-min bead-beating step. Additional heating and extended bead-beating may alter the extent of cellular lysis and degradation
of extracellular nucleic acids and, subsequently, microbial community composition. The authors therefore included a third protocol, a
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Table 2. Results from a forward, stepwise model selection of factors influencing microbial community beta-diversity.
Data type Distance metric Factor Adjusted R2 df AIC F p-value

16S Unweighted
UniFrac

Sample type 0.87 24 -556.59 172.97 0.0002

Host identity 0.01 30 -583.89 2.85 0.0002

Extraction protocol 0.001 2 -588.47 3.92 0.004

Weighted UniFrac Sample type 0.76 24 -165.42 79.55 0.0002

Host identity 0.06 30 -320.67 7.83 0.0002

Extraction protocol 0.001 2 -323.72 3.21 0.02

Jaccard Sample type 0.89 24 -651.49 206.18 0.0002

Host identity 0.02 30 -756.85 5.76 0.0002

Extraction protocol 0.001 2 -762.48 4.40 0.0008

RPCA Sample type 0.86 24 -495.50 154.16 0.0002

Host identity 0.03 30 -619.04 6.49 0.0002

Extraction protocol 0.001 2 -625.14 4.61 0.0002

Metagenomics Unweighted
UniFrac

Sample type 0.93 26 -958.24 317.60 0.0002

Host identity 0.01 31 -1062.60 5.57 0.0002

Extraction protocol 0.001 2 -1067.53 4.08 0.0006

Weighted UniFrac Sample type 0.87 26 -602.92 173.32 0.0002

Host identity 0.02 31 -676.11 4.42 0.0002

Extraction protocol 0.003 2 -693.97 10.09 0.0002

Jaccard Sample type 0.94 26 -1084.87 391.42 0.0002

Host identity 0.01 31 -1217.42 6.67 0.0002

RPCA Sample type 0.85 26 -496.04 143.29 0.0002

Host identity 0.03 31 -620.86 6.36 0.0002

Extraction protocol 0.005 2 -645.41 13.24 0.0002

Values are based on permutation tests of variation explained by redundancy analysis, done separately for four unique metrics for both 16S and metagenomics data. The full model
included bead-beating time (i.e., 2 vs 20 min), sample biomass (i.e., high vs low biomass), sample type, host subject identity and extraction protocol (i.e., MagMAX 2-min, MagMAX
20-min, PowerSoil) as model variables. The 16S data were rarefied, as noted for Figure 3. Metagenomics data were rarefied to 17,000 host- and quality-filtered reads per sample or
had samples with fewer than 17,000 reads excluded when using RPCA distances (n = 647 samples). Rarefaction depths were selected to maintain at least 75% samples from both
high- and low-biomass datasets.
AIC: Akaike information criterion; df: degrees of freedom; RPCA: Robust principal component analysis.

variant of theMagMAX protocol, including 60◦C incubation and 20-min bead-beating steps, and refer to the three protocols as PowerSoil,
MagMAX 20-min and MagMAX 2-min.

For extraction, aliquots of each sample were transferred to unique wells of a 96-well extraction plate. For samples collected with
swabs, the entire swab head was broken off into the lysis plate. For liquid samples, the authors transferred 200μl. For bulk samples, the
authors used cotton swabs to collect approximately 100 mg of homogenized material and broke the entire swab head off into the lysis
plate. Extractions were performed following the manufacturer’s protocol, except for the modifications made to the previously described
MagMAX 20-min protocol. Lysis was performed with a TissueLyser II (Qiagen). Bead clean-ups were performed with the KingFisher flex
purification system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Extracted nucleic acids were stored at -80◦C prior to quantification of RNA yield, fragment
length distribution and integrity as well as quantification of DNA yield and downstream sequencing.

16S rRNA gene and shotgun metagenomics sequencing
The authors prepared DNA for 16S rRNA gene and shallow shotgun metagenomics sequencing as described previously [10,29–31]. For
16S data, raw sequence files were demultiplexed using Qiita [32], and suboperational taxonomic units were generated using Deblur [33].
For shallow shotgun metagenomics data, raw sequence files were demultiplexed using BaseSpace (Illumina, CA, USA), quality-filtered
using Atropos [34] and human read-depleted by alignment to human reference genome GRCh38 using bowtie2 [35]. Filtered reads were
aligned to the Web of Life database [36] using Shogun [31] with default parameters and using bowtie2 as the aligner, followed by read
classification with theWeb of Life Toolkit App [36,37]. Raw sequence data were deposited at the European Nucleotide Archive (accession
number ERP124610), and raw and processed data are available at Qiita (study identifier 12201). Processing and analysis code is available
on GitHub (https://github.com/justinshaffer/Extraction test MagMAX).
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Figure 3. Beta-diversity among extraction protocols and sample types. Principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) plots showing unweighted UniFrac
distances based on 16S data for (A) high biomass samples and (B) low biomass samples, and shotgun metagenomics data for (C) high biomass
samples and (D) low biomass samples. Colors indicate sample types and shapes indicate extraction protocols. Mock community and control blanks
were excluded for clarity. 16S data were rarefied to 5,000 quality-filtered reads per sample for both high- and low-biomass samples (n = 611 samples).
Metagenomics data were rarefied to 35,000 host- and quality-filtered reads per high-biomass sample (n = 287 samples), and to 20,000 reads per
low-biomass sample (n = 242 samples). When using RPCA distances rather than using rarefied data, we excluded samples with fewer reads than the
rarefaction depth for that dataset. Rarefaction depths were selected to maintain at least 75% samples from both high- and low-biomass datasets.

Results & discussion
The authors found DNA yield to be similar across the three extraction protocols and note that when considering all sample types (n = 615
samples), the extraction efficiency of the PowerSoil protocol was more similar to that of the MagMAX 20-min protocol compared with
MagMAX 2-min protocol (paired-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test: PowerSoil vs MagMAX 20-min W = 10,540; p = 0.6 and PowerSoil vs
MagMAX 2-min W = 81,170; p = 0.01) (Supplementary Figure 1). The authors observed a similar pattern for the number of quality-filtered
16S reads (PowerSoil vs MagMAX 20-min W = 11,482; p = 0.1 and PowerSoil vs MagMAX 2-min W = 4651; p = 2.74E-11). However, for
quality- and human-filtered shotgun metagenomics reads, both MagMAX protocols varied from the PowerSoil protocol (PowerSoil vs
MagMAX 20-min W = 15,873; p = 1.41E-11 and PowerSoil vs MagMAX 2-min W = 17,148; p = 2.24E-15) (Figure 1 & Supplementary Figure
2).

Froma technical perspective, the authors’ comparison of the LODof each protocol indicates that theMagMAX2-min protocol requires
ten times the number of cells required by PowerSoil for accurate detection in mixed bacterial cultures (Table 1). This is compared
with the 10,000 times required by the MagMAX 20-min protocol (Table 1). This pattern is mirrored when considering sample retention
following filtering based on LOD thresholds, for which the MagMAX 2-min is better with high-biomass samples and the MagMAX 20-min
with low-biomass samples. However, the authors observed an increase in well-to-well contamination in the MagMAX 20-min protocol
comparedwith theMagMAX 2-min protocol (Figure 2). As all other parameters were consistent between the twoMagMAX protocols, this
indicates that mimicking lysis parameters from the PowerSoil protocol in the MagMAX protocol can have undesirable consequences.
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Figure 4. Alpha-diversity across extraction protocols and sample types. Faith’s Phylogenetic Diversity among the three extraction protocols based on
(A) 16S and (B) metagenomics data. Red circles indicate means. Data were rarefied as noted for Figure 3.
MM: MagMAX; PS: PowerSoil.
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The extended bead-beating time may lead to lysate leaking into the thin ridges of the 96-well plate, which is covered by a plastic film.
From this perspective, the authors favor the MagMAX 2-min protocol.

With respect to microbial community composition, the authors found bias introduced by extraction protocol to be small compared
with variation among sample types or replicates of the same sample (i.e., one to two orders of magnitude weaker in explaining beta-
diversity) (Tables 1 & 2 & Supplementary Figures 3 & 4). The authors also found strong correlations inmicrobial community beta-diversity
among samples between any two extraction protocols; however, relationshipswith the PowerSoil protocol were slightly stronger forMag-
MAX 2-min compared with MagMAX 20-min (Supplementary Table 1). The authors used principal coordinates analysis of unweighted
UniFrac distances to visualize these trends and confirmed that samples clustered strongly by type and host subject and not by extrac-
tion protocol for both 16S and metagenomics data (Figure 3 & Supplementary Figures 5 & 6). Estimates of alpha-diversity were more
comparable to those from PowerSoil for the MagMAX 2-min protocol (paired-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test: PowerSoil vs MagMAX
2-min W = 5916; p = 0.0001 and PowerSoil vs MagMAX 20-min W = 7058; p = 1.53E-06) (Figure 4 & Supplementary Figure 7). Finally, the
majority of genera (16S) and species (metagenomics) were shared across all three extraction protocols; however, for both datasets, the
MagMAX 2-min protocol shared a greater number of exclusive taxa with the PowerSoil protocol than the MagMAX 20-min protocol did
(Figure 5).

Together, these results highlight that, despite variation in DNA yield, sequence read counts and LOD of microbial cells among extrac-
tion protocols, differences inmicrobial taxonomic and community composition resulting from the different methods wereminor for both
16S andmetagenomicsmicrobial sequence data. However, between the twoMagMAX protocols, the authors note that for beta-diversity,
alpha-diversity and taxonomic composition, the MagMAX 2-min protocol generated results more comparable to the PowerSoil protocol.

Importantly, whereas RNA yield was comparable between the two MagMAX protocols (Figure 6A), the authors observed a higher
quality of extracted RNA using the MagMAX 2-min versus MagMAX 20-min protocol (Figure 6B & C). In addition to reduced well-to-
well contamination from a shorter bead-beating time during lysis for the MagMAX 2-min versus MagMAX 20-min protocol, the lack of
incubation of the lysis buffer resulted in relatively high-quality RNA produced with the former compared with the latter (Figure 6).

Conclusion
Weconclude that theMagMAX2-min extraction protocol is comparable to our establishedPowerSoil protocolwith respect to characteriz-
ingmicrobial community composition and therefore should allow for comparisons such asmeta-analysis across 16S andmetagenomics
data produced using both protocols and downstream methods similar to those used here. In addition to extracting both DNA and RNA,
the more rapid processing time (i.e., approximately 2 h faster than PowerSoil per 96 samples), use of fewer consumables (i.e., approx-
imately 70% of plastics) and lower cost (i.e., $5.56 vs $5.65 per sample) highlight the MagMAX 2-min protocol as a comparable and
efficient alternative to the PowerSoil protocol that also allows for downstream applications using RNA.
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Figure 6. RNA output across extraction protocols. (A) RNA yield quantified using the Qubit RNA assay. Red circles indicate means. Asterisks indicate
significant differences between pairs of extraction protocols as determined by paired-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank tests; ***p < 2.2E-16. Values at 50
ng/�l are at the upper limit of detection for the Qubit assay, and may underestimate actual yields for those samples. (B) RNA Integrity Number (RIN)
across a subset of samples for the MagMAX extraction protocols, estimated using the TapeStation high-sensitivity (HS) RNA assay. PowerSoil extracts
were excluded from the assay due to poor RNA yield, however we note that this may be to our exclusion of the RNAse step available in that protocol. (C)
RNA fragment length distribution estimated using the TapeStation HS RNA assay for one human fecal sample. The distribution for the MagMAX
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Future perspective
Future optimization of molecular methods for microbial community analyses should focus on increasing representation of all microbes
in a sample as well as diverse sample types, including those used here. Achieving these goals will allow for more widely adopted use
of the same methods. As no single study can be completely comprehensive, making advances that allow us to better compare across
studies, particularly past studies, is an important step [38]. Alongside the development of computational methods that bioinformatically
reduce experimental variation, continuing to explore newmolecular methods for capturing important ecological interactions will support
our growing understanding of microbial communities.

Executive summary

• Established protocols were compared for DNA extraction with two alternative protocols that also extract RNA.
• The authors included a diverse panel of sample types, ranging from host-associated to environmental.
• Controls were included for detecting well-to-well contamination and LOD of microbial cells.
• The authors observed sample type-specific differences in DNA extraction efficiency among three extraction protocols.
• Both new protocols were similar with respect to RNA extraction efficiency but varied in RNA quality.
• Sample type and host identity were stronger drivers of microbial community beta-diversity compared with the extraction protocol used.
• A protocol was identified that generates both DNA and RNA and produces data that are highly similar to their established protocol with

respect to microbial community alpha-diversity, beta-diversity and taxonomic composition.
• The similarity between the optimal protocol and the authors’ existing protocol will allow for meta-analyses across both with negligible

technical bias.

Supplementary data
To view the supplementary data that accompany this paper please visit the journal website at: www.future-
science.com/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2020-0153
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ABSTRACT
When cells are cultured in a Petri dish, the adherent cells attach to the bottom of the dish; whereas, the nonadherent cells float in the culture
medium. It was observed that nonadherent cells could be induced to adherent-like cells when cultured in an engraved plastic dish (biosimulator).
The adherence of these cells to the engraved surface could be prevented with inhibitors specific for adhesion. It was also observed that culturing
microorganisms of the environment in a biosimulator induced weak adhesion and high proliferation. Analysis of the microbiome using 16S rRNA
profiling demonstrated that the biosimulator was more efficient in inducing proliferation of several phyla of microorganisms compared with
culture by conventional techniques.

METHOD SUMMARY
Nonadherent cells could be induced to adherent-like cells when cultured in an engraved plastic dish (biosimulator). The adhesion induced prolif-
eration of eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells.

KEYWORDS:
adherence • biosimulator • cell culture • diagnostics • engraving • environment • microbiome • microorganisms • nonadherent cells
• Petri dish

Cell culture is routinely employed in laboratories for biomedical research and has multiple applications, including diagnosis, drug devel-
opment, therapy and production of biological resources. The traditional process of culturing adherent cells in a Petri dish still serves
as an important tool for cell culture applications [1]. During cell culture, the adherent cells attach to the bottom of a plastic Petri dish,
whereas nonadherent cells float in the culture medium. There are no specialized dishes for transforming nonadherent cells to adherent
cells; this is an impediment in several drug development studies, especially in those involving autoreactive T cells or cells involved in
atherosclerosis.

The majority of microorganisms of the environment are nonculturable [2]. In addition, some microorganisms exist in a viable but
nonculturable state and are difficult to culture in laboratory conditions. Such cells are characterized by a lack of culturability using
conventional culture techniques that impairs their detection by routine analytical techniques. This leads to an underestimation of total
viable cells in environmental or clinical samples, and thereby poses a risk to public health [3]. Hence, there is a need to develop a strategy
to increase the proliferation of such microorganisms.

In this paper, it is demonstrated that nonadherent cells exhibit adherence when cultured in an engraved polystyrene Petri dish. Though
the cells cultured were from the same clone, when cultured on an engraved dish, they exhibited polarity. It was also demonstrated that
specific inhibitors could be used to prevent adhesion of nonadherent cells on an engraved surface. Further, we demonstrate that the
biosimulator enhanced the proliferation ofmicroorganisms. The phenomenon of cell adhesion on an engraved dish haswide applications
in cell biology and microbiology.

Materials & methods
Development of a biosimulator to induce adhesion & proliferation of cells
For culturing cells, nonpyrogenic, noncytotoxic and polystyrene BioLite cell culture dishes (Thermo Scientific, NJ, USA) were used. To
induce adhesion of cells, the plastic surface was engraved with parallel lines using a sterile sharp blade under aseptic conditions. The
engravings had a width of 30–50 μm and depth of 5 μm.
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Cell culture in the biosimulator
The nonadherent hybridoma cell lines 4B7, 10D9, 1A10, 99D, Sp2/0, B56T (1 × 106 cells/dish) were cultured in 10 ml Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle medium, and incubated at 37◦C, 5% CO2. The cells were monitored daily. All the experiments were repeated at least three times.

For cell proliferation assays, hybridoma cells were grown in a conventional dish or a biosimulator. Cells were collected every other
day, depending on the proliferation. The absorption of cells was measured at 600 nm using a spectrophotometer; a hemocytometer was
used for cell count.

For inhibition of cell adhesion, 0.1% salicylic acid (Fisher Scientific, NJ, USA) and 0.01% pectasol (gift of ecoNugenics, CA, USA) were
added to the culture medium during cell culture.

Proliferation & analyses of microorganisms in a biosimulator
Samples from soil, spring water, air (office) and host oral microbiome were cultured in a biosimulator in Luria-Bertani medium for 48 h.
After 48 h, the media were pelleted in a centrifuge at 5000×g and the samples subjected to 16S rRNA sequencing (Arizona State Univer-
sity Microbiome Core) for taxonomic identification. Microbial DNAwas extracted from samples using the DNeasy PowerSoil Kit (Qiagen,
Germany) following the manufacturer’s directions.

Microbiome library preparation methodology
Bacterial community analysis was performed via next generation sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq platform. Amplicon sequencing of
the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was performed with the barcoded primer set 515f/806r designed by Caporaso et al. [4] and following
the protocol by the Earth Microbiome Project (http://www.earthmicrobiome.org/emp-standard-protocols/) for library preparation. PCR
amplifications for each sample were done in triplicate, then pooled and quantified using the Quant-iT™ PicoGreen R© dsDNA Assay Kit
(Invitrogen, CA, USA). A no-template control sample was included during library preparation as a control for extraneous nucleic acid
contamination. About 240 ng of DNAper samplewere pooled and then cleaned using theQIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen). The pool
was quantified using the Illumina library Quantification Kit ABI Prism R© (Kapa Biosystems, MA, USA), then diluted to a final concentration
of 4 nM, denatured, and diluted to a final concentration of 4 pM with 15% of PhiX control library (Illumina, CA, USA). Finally, the DNA
library was loaded in the MiSeq and run using the version 2 module, 2 × 250 paired end, following the directions of the manufacturer.

Analysis of sequencing results was performed by the University of North Carolina Microbiome Core. The sequencing output from the
MiSeq platform was converted to FASTQ format and demultiplexed using Bcl2Fastq 2.18.0.12 (Illumina). The resulting paired-end reads
were processed using QIIME 2 2018.11. Index and linker primer sequences were trimmed using the QIIME 2 invocation of cutadapt. The
resulting paired-end reads were processed with DADA2 through QIIME 2, including merging paired ends, quality filtering, error correction
and chimera detection.

Amplicon sequencing units from DADA2 were assigned taxonomic identifiers according to Green Genes release 13 08, the Human
Oral Microbiome Database release 15.1 and Silva database release 132.

Alpha diversity with respect to Faith PD whole tree, Evenness (Shannon) index and observed species number metrics was estimated
using QIIME 2 at a rarefaction depth of 5000 sequences per subsample. Beta diversity estimates were calculated within QIIME 2 using
weighted and unweighted Unifrac distances as well as Bray–Curtis dissimilarity between samples at a subsampling depth of 5000.
Results were summarized, visualized through principal coordinate analysis and significance was estimated as implemented in QIIME 2.
Significance of differential abundance was estimated using AnCom as implemented in QIIME 2.

Statistics
Unpaired two-tailed Student t-tests were used to compare sets of data obtained from independent groups. Statistical significance was
considered at the p < 0.05 level.

Results & discussion
An engraved surface could induce adhesion of nonadherent cells
Based on the observation that a cell culture plate with a compromised surface has high affinity for cells, parallel lines were engraved
on a tissue culture Petri dish and used the dish for cell culture. The cells were nonadherent and were found floating on the first and
second day of culture. After 3 days of culture, all the cell lines tested (4B7, 10D9, 1A10, 99D, Sp2/0, 99D) formed distinct patterns on
the engraved plastic surface; pattern formation corresponded to the engraving. When the Petri dish was engraved with parallel lines,
the nonadherent cells were seen on top of the engraved line, whereas on the lower half of the dish the nonadherent cells were below
the engraved line (Figure 1). The orientation of the cells is shown in Figure 1C & D. The cells were closely packed on the engraved line.
The alignment of nonadherent cells was found to be stable on the engraved line; minor disturbances to the plastic dish did not destroy
the patterns exhibited. This failure to destroy the patterns demonstrated that the cells were adhered near the engraved surface. The
experiment demonstrated that an engraved surface could induce nonadherent cells to become adherent cells.

In conventional cell culture, adherent cells grow to confluence, andmust be dissociated from the dish using trypsin. In our experiment,
the nonadherent cells (unlike the adherent cells) were not strongly adhered to the biosimulator. Liquid media were pipetted to disrupt
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Figure 1. Engraved surface-induced adhesion of nonadherent cells. (A) Photomicrograph of nonadherent cells (4B7) exhibiting polarity on an engraved
dish (biosimulator). (B) Ponceau S staining of cells cultured in a biosimulator. (C) The orientation of cells in a biosimulator. Cells are aligned on top of
the engraving in the upper half of the biosimulator, whereas they are aligned below the engraving in the bottom half of the biosimulator. (D) Drawing of
an engraved Petri dish showing the orientation of nonadherent cells. Experiments were repeated five times.

the cells from a distance of 1 cm. Seventy percent of the cells were removed when the media was pipetted at a speed of 5 ml per 10 s
(repeated five times). The experiment demonstrated that the nonadherent cells are weakly adhered to the engraving of the biosimulator.

An engraved surface induced proliferation of nonadherent cells
We determined whether the engraved surface induced proliferation of nonadherent cells. B cell hybridoma cell lines 99D (Figure 2) and
4B7 (Figure 3) were cultured in an engraved biosimulator, using conventional Petri dishes as a control. We counted the cells and also
determined the absorbance (optical density at 600 nm) at regular intervals. The biosimulator induced proliferation of the nonadherent
cells, as determined by cell counting and absorbance measurements (Figures 2 & 3). Culture of nonadherent cells in a biosimulator
led to a statistical increase in the number of cells compared with culturing in conventional Petri dishes. The study demonstrated that
engraving patterns in a biosimulator could induce adhesion and proliferation of nonadherent cells.

Adhesion of nonadherent cells in a biosimulator could be inhibited by specific inhibitors
Salicylic acid is known to prevent cell–cell interaction and is used in animal models of diabetes [5], but its mechanism of action is
not clearly known. When nonadherent cells (4B7) were treated with 0.1% salicylic acid, cell adhesion was inhibited (Figure 4). We also
used the adhesion inhibitor pectasol (which prevents cancer metastasis) in our studies [6]. Treatment of nonadherent cells with 0.01%
pectasol did not prevent cell proliferation; however, it prevented cells adhering to the plastic surface (Figure 4C). The nonadherent cells
lost the orientation property; the cells were found floating in the medium and did not have any affinity for the engraved surface. These
in vitro experiments demonstrate that the phenomenon of pattern formation could be used in drug discovery studies.

The engraved surface-induced proliferation of microorganisms
As the engraved surface in the biosimulator could induce cell proliferation, we were interested to determine whether it could also induce
proliferation of microorganisms. One of the impediments in microbial studies or diagnosis is the nonculturable property of most of the
microorganisms. Only a very limited number of microorganisms are culturable by conventional culture techniques; there is therefore a
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Figure 2. Engraved surface-induced proliferation of 99D nonadherent cells. The hybridoma cell 99D was induced to proliferate by the engraved surface.
(A) Photomicrograph showing 99D cells adhering to the engraving of a biosimulator compared with (B) growth in a conventional dish. (C) Absorbance
at 600 nm of 99D cells growing in a biosimulator or conventional dish. (D) Cell count of 99D cells growing in a biosimulator or conventional dish using a
hemocytometer. Experiments were repeated five times.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 as determined by t-test.

need to develop new strategies to induce proliferation of microorganisms. The microbiome is involved in health and diseases [7] and
there is a need to determine dysbiotic microorganisms to facilitate diagnosis and treatment.

Samples were cultured from different environments – air, water, soil and host oral cavity – in the biosimulator. The microorganisms
were found to adhere to the engravings of the biosimulator within 24 h (Figure 5). After 48 h, they proliferated and covered the entire
biosimulator. Analysis of the soil microbiome by spectrometry demonstrated that the biosimulator induced more proliferation of the
microorganisms compared with conventional techniques (Figure 5).

The biosimulator induced proliferation of a large number of Firmicutes in samples from air, soil, water and oral cavity compared
with culture using conventional techniques (Figure 6). The phylum Firmicutes includes the class Clostridia and genus Clostridium and
consists of a large group of anaerobic to aerotolerant spore-forming bacilli found in soil and in the gut flora of humans and animals.
Clostridia include both gram-positive and gram-negative species, although the majority are gram-positive. Interestingly, many gram-
positive species lose the Gram reaction, resulting in gram-negative cultures [8]. Some species of Clostridium can become aerotolerant
on subculture; however, only a few (C. carnis, C. histolyticum, and C. tertium) can grow under aerobic conditions. The vast majority of
human oral Clostridia comprises the families Lachnospiraceae, Peptostreptococcaceae and Veillonellaceae [9]. Microbial sequencing
demonstrated that the biosimulator induced proliferation of bacterial phyla of air (Figure 7, Supplementary Table 1), water (Figure 8,
Supplementary Table 2), soil (Figure 9, Supplementary Table 3) and oral samples (Figure 10, Supplementary Table 4).
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Absorbance at 600 nm of 4B7 cells growing in a biosimulator or conventional dish. (D) Cell count of 4B7 cells growing in a biosimulator or conventional
dish using a hemocytometer.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 as determined by t-test.

Figure 4. Treatment of nonadherent 4B7 cells with specific inhibitors prevented adhesion of cells to the engraved plastic surface. (A) Nonadherent
cells adhering to the engraved plastic surface. (B) Salicylic acid treatment prevented adhesion of the nonadherent cells in an engraved plastic dish. (C)
Treatment with pectasol prevented cell adhesion in an engraved plastic dish. Experiments were repeated three times.

Culturing the microbiome of air from the built environment (office) using a biosimulator led to the proliferation of the genera Coma-
monas, Aeromonas, Bacillus, Clostridium (sensu stricto), Shigella, Escherichia, Klebsiella, Providencia, Serratia, Exiguobacterium, Acineto-
bacter, Neisseria, Lysinibacillus, Pseudomonas, Shewanella, Lactococcus and Streptococcus. However, these microorganisms were not
observed when cultured by conventional techniques.

Culturing the microbiome of spring water using a biosimulator led to the proliferation of the genus Proteus. Culturing the microbiome
of soil using a biosimulator led to the proliferation of the genus Comamonas.

The principle of contact guidance or topographic guidance was introduced by Ross Harrison in 1914 [10] and refined by Paul Weiss
in 1945, when he demonstrated that cells elongate along the direction of the groove and that migration is influenced by the grooves [11].
The cultured cells exhibit thigmotropism, sensing the surface topography of their environment and reacting to these surface cues.
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Figure 5. The biosimulator induced proliferation of bacteria from the oral cavity, air, water and soil samples. The engraving in the biosimulator induced
proliferation of the bacteria from the (A) oral cavity, (B) air, (C) water and (D) soil samples. Experiments were repeated three times.

Cellular behavior, including cell shape, adhesion, orientation, migration and proliferation, is influenced by surface chemistry and surface
topography [12,13].

During cell culture, cells attach to the surface via focal adhesions that connect the surface to the cytoskeleton. The surface chemistry,
electrostatic charge, wettability and elastic modulus influence cell growth. The topographical surface provides clues to cell alignment,
migration and outgrowth of neurites along a specific orientation. In cell biology studies, to understand the ability of cells to respond to
surface topography, grooved substrates are often used. The cells are physically guided along the direction of the grooves, reorganized by
the cytoskeleton. However, the mechanism by which cells recognize surface geometry is not clearly understood. The literature suggests
it may be a passive process, whereby adhesion molecules best fitting the local topography simply draw cells or cellular components
into the observed shape. In several cell lines, surface topography has been shown to be important for the early events of attachment
and formation of focal adhesions, activating mechanotransduction events which may eventually determine cell fate and consequent
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Figure 6. Relative abundance of bacteria at the phylum level cultured in the biosimulator or conventional dishes. Bacteria from air, soil, water and oral
cavity samples were cultured in a biosimulator or conventional dish and the taxonomy determined by 16S rRNA sequencing. Each bar represents the
mean of three samples.

tissue formation. Among different topographies, micrometer-sized grooved surfaces have been extensively studied for their effects on
cell alignment because they can be easily fabricated. As an example, culture of osteogenic cells on grooved surfaces results in strong
orientation in the direction of the grooves – unlike on flat surfaces, where a random orientation is generally observed. It has also been
demonstrated that microgrooves with widths similar to the cell size induce better cell guidance, whereas the guidance is weaker when
cells are cultured in grooves with widths larger than the cells [14–16]. Focal adhesions and actin microfilament bundles andmicrotubules
are found to align along micrometer-sized grooves and ridges, whereas, on smooth substrates, no preferred orientation is exhibited by
cells and cytoskeletal elements [17]. In the culture of osteoblastic cells on microgrooves with widths ranging from 4 to 38 μm, it was
shown that the narrower grooves (4–16 μm; 0.5–2 × cell size) are more effective in guiding the cell orientation. Similarly, it was shown
that microgrooves with widths ranging from 2 to 12 μm exhibit great contact guidance effects on the shape and orientation of rat bone
marrow cells and fibroblasts [16].

Knowledge of the phenomenon that cells have affinity for grooves on the substrate has led to the development of the field of cellular
micropatterning. Cellular micropatterning is a tool to accurately design cell–substrate attachment, tissue engineering, biological assays
and biosensors, and is used for drug development studies [18]. A broad range of techniques and materials have been employed to fabri-
cate well-defined topographical and chemical cues to assess cell micropatterning. Some of these fabrication techniques are based on
photolithography and reactive ion etching that may be followed by anisotropic etching [19]. In recent years, microfluidics encompassing
sophisticated micropatterning designs has led to the development of powerful tools for single cell analysis. The localized microenviron-
ment is precisely controlled by microfluidic techniques, thereby increasing accuracy. The technique is important for disease diagnosis
and personalized medicine [20].

Micropatterning can be fabricated into microwell arrays to achieve three different dimensions: single cell (1D), cell monolayer (2D)
and cell spheroid (3D). As cells in the in vivo environment are surrounded by other cells in three dimensions, 2D cell culture does not
adequately take into account the natural environment of cells. As a result, 2D cell culture tests sometimes provide misleading and non-
predictive data for in vivo responses [21]. 3D in vitro cell models provide amore realistic cellular environment and permit the reproduction
of in vivo cellular phenotypes [22]. Spheroids realistically reflect in vivo cell behaviors and provide results more closely aligned to those
of in vivo tests, thereby making them useful in drug developmental studies [21].

3D cell culture is used in stem cell and tumor cell research [23,24]. In 3D cell culture, human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) have the
potential to differentiate into over 200 diversely functioning cell types. Microwell culture permits generation of hESC colonies with a de-
fined size that can later formmonodisperse embryoid bodies. When cultured in this system, hESCs retain pluripotency and self-renewal,
and can be passaged to standard unconstrained culture conditions [23]. At the intersection between tissue engineering and oncology,
3D in vitro tumor models simulate the in vivo physiological microenvironment. Working in 3D involves the formation of spheroids – ag-
gregates that can either be grown in suspension, encapsulated, or grown on top of a 3D matrix using different 3D methods [25]. Many
cell lines show a reduced proliferation rate in 3D cultures compared with those cultured in 2D. Furthermore, many currently available 3D
cell culture techniques are slow, time-consuming, expensive and lack reproducibility [21].

In the initial days of culture in the biosimulator, the pattern of the engraving influenced the nature of cell adherence: the cells were
more adhered on the outer edge of the engraved line than the inner edge. It is not understood why the cells show polarity when cultured
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Figure 7. Relative abundance of microorganisms of air (bacteria and fungi) at the genus level cultured in the biosimulator or conventional dishes.
Bacteria from air (office) were cultured in a biosimulator or conventional dish for 48 h and the taxonomy determined by 16S rRNA sequencing (n = 4 per
treatment).

on a dish with parallel engravings; however, the physical features influencing the cells to form patterns include the circular shape of the
Petri dish and the engravings on the hydrophilic plastic surface.

The engraving on the plastic surface did not induce very strong affinity to the cells, which had only a weak adhesion to the engravings.
Rapid shaking and extreme washing prevented adhesion of the nonadherent cells. Nevertheless, the adhesion induced proliferation of
eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells.

The fundamental units of cell adhesion are protein complexes consisting of three classes of proteins: cell adhesion
molecules/adhesion receptors, extracellular matrix proteins and cytoplasmic plaque/peripheral membrane proteins. The cell adhesion
proteins include members of the integrin, cadherin, immunoglobulin, selectin and proteoglycan super families [26]. We have not deter-
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Figure 8. Relative abundance of microorganisms of water at the genus level cultured in the biosimulator or conventional dishes. Bacteria from spring
water were cultured in a biosimulator or conventional dish for 48 h and the taxonomy determined by 16S rRNA sequencing (n = 3 per treatment).
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Figure 9. Relative abundance of microorganisms of soil at the genus level cultured in the biosimulator or conventional dishes. Bacteria from soil were
cultured in a biosimulator or conventional dish for 48 h and the taxonomy determined by 16S rRNA sequencing (n = 3 per treatment).

mined which adhesion molecules were expressed on the nonadherent cells when cultured in a biosimulator. However, we determined
whether inhibiting the expression of the adherent proteins would prevent the nonadherent cells from adhering to the engraving.

For these inhibition studies, we used salicylic acid and pectasol. It is known that salicylic acid prevents adhesion of eukaryotic and
microbial cells [27–31]. The adhesion is mediated by ERK signaling and the inhibition of this signaling prevents adhesion [32,33]. For
example, coating urinary catheters with salicylic acid reduces bacterial adherence and the risk of urinary tract infection [30].

Pectasol-C is a modified pectin compound used in the inhibition of adhesion and metastasis in cancer cells [6]. Galectin-3 (Gal-3)
is a 29-kDa �-galactoside-binding adhesion protein and is expressed intracellularly and extracellularly by various cell types. Pectasol is
known to inhibit Gal-3, thereby inhibiting adhesion [34]. In this study, we used both salicylic acid and pectasol for inhibition studies. The
cells did not adhere to the engravings of the biosimulator in the presence of salicylic acid and pectasol, demonstrating that the adhesion
was mediated by adhesion proteins.

Biofouling is a limiting factor in medical devices. When associated with the biological environment, biomedical devices are prone
to surface biofouling due to adhesion of microbial or thrombotic agents [35]. We demonstrated that engravings could predict where
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Figure 10. Relative abundance of microorganisms of the oral cavity at the genus level cultured in the biosimulator or conventional dishes. Bacteria from
the oral cavity were cultured in a biosimulator or conventional dish for 48 h and the taxonomy determined by 16S rRNA sequencing (n = 3 per treatment).

nonadherent cells adhere. Based on this property, we could design better probes for biomedical applications that could resist biofouling.
The phenomenon thus has wide applications in biomedical engineering.

Use of animal models is the preferred method for drug development studies, and single cell analysis provides key information critical
to understanding disease processes. However, animal models are expensive and cumbersome, and the researcher has to analyze and
collect data of single cells from a pool of cells. Current strategies do not allow analysis of single cells without removing them from
the context of interest, which not only destroys contextual information but also may impair the process under study [36]. The induction
of adherence in nonadherent cells has wide application in cell biology. The phenomenon could be used to study the mechanism by
which autoreactive T cells adhere to pancreatic � cells. Similarly, the mechanism by which monocytes or macrophages adhere to artery
walls could be studied using a biosimulator. We have demonstrated that pattern formation can be prevented using drugs that prevent
cell adhesion. Based on this principle, new drugs could be tested for their ability to prevent adhesion in different cells. Promising drug
candidates that inhibit adhesion molecules in autoreactive T cells could help to combat diseases such as Type I diabetes. Use of the
biosimulator to aid development of novel drugs by inhibiting adhesion of nonadherent cells is a more cost-effective strategy than using
animal models.

The majority of microorganisms found in nature, including pathogens infecting humans, animals and plants, are nonculturable using
conventional techniques [37]. A device that could be used to induce proliferation of thesemicroorganismswill be beneficial in diagnostics
as well as the development of new drugs and vaccines.

There have been few modifications in the design and construction of the Petri dish since its development in the 19th century by the
German bacteriologist Julius Petri. Surfacemodified (hydrophilic) polystyrene plates are in vogue for cell culture studies. When adherent
cells are cultured on a Petri dish, they spread rapidly and grow to confluence within a couple of days (the exact time required to form
confluence depends on the nature of the cell line). However, when nonadherent cells are cultured, some cells attach to the bottom of
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the Petri dish, but the majority remain suspended in the medium. Currently, there are no specialized plates for transforming nonadherent
cells to adherent cells.

In this paper, it is demonstrated that the biosimulator is a 2D cell system. Most of the 2D systems in the literature are designed for
adherent cells; we developed the biosimulator for nonadherent cells and the microbiome. The biosimulator does not have any special
coating for inducing adherence. The only variable is the engraving that induces adhesion and proliferation of eukaryotic cells and the
microbiome. The width of the engraving is larger than the nonadherent cells. Unlike the adherent cells that formed lamellopodia in the
grooves, there was no lamellopodia formation in the nonadherent cells attached to the engravings, resulting in weak affinity of the cells
to the engravings. The purpose of the biosimulator is to induce adhesion of nonadherent cells so that they could be used for drug
developmental studies; however, further work is required to determine whether induction of adhesion by the biosimulator changes the
properties of the nonadherent cells. In addition to induction of adhesion in nonadherent cells, the biosimulator also induced adhesion
of microorganisms, and thus could also be used to monitor the microbiome of host and environmental samples.

We used the biosimulator to induce proliferation of microorganisms from different environments: air, water, soil and host. The mi-
croorganisms from the environmental samples proliferated within 24 h in a biosimulator. In the first 24 h, we observed that the bacteria
hadmore affinity to the engraving; after 24 h the whole biosimulator was covered with bacteria. To determine if there were changes in the
microbial species after culture in different conditions, we cultured the environmental samples in a biosimulator as well as a conventional
Petri dish. Microbial sequencing demonstrated that the biosimulator could induce proliferation of microorganisms better than culturing
in conventional dishes; we observed several species of bacteria in the environmental samples cultured in a biosimulator that were not
seen in those cultured in conventional dishes. We hypothesize that the biosimulator may be useful in encouraging the proliferation of
difficult-to-culture microorganisms.

To conclude, the induction of adhesion and proliferation of nonadherent cells and microorganisms on an engraved plastic surface
will open new avenues of research in immunology, cell biology and microbiology.
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